
At the beginning of the Year, we wish you all the best in 2009.  

During the past few months, Sun-Tech has participated in different kinds of events as 

well as developed our co-operation with some new strategic partners. We are 

pleased to share that we have obtained many positive responses and up-to-date 

market information from Worlddidac Basel 2008.  

 

Co-operation with Strategic Partners 

We are glad to announce that we have become the sole distributor of Vivitek in Hong 

Kong in September 2008. The Vivitek’s high quality DLP projectors have made our 

total solutions become more comprehensive. Users can thus conveniently and 

efficaciously build up a well-equipped language laboratory with Sun-Tech’s one-stop 

solution. 

 

On the other hand, together with the launch of our XCLASS and DLL Mobile versions, 

we are going to co-operate with a new strategic partner, CISCO, to provide all 

rounded solutions which include network design, hardware and software support in 

wireless environment. Seminars for details will be held this year in Hong Kong.  

 

Future Development 

In 2009, our professional Research and Development team will keep on enhancing 

both our hardware and software, in order to fit in with the fast-changing trend and 

increasing demand in different countries.  

 

Regarding the software, advanced features will be added in our XCLASS and DLL. 

These features will make the environment become more interactive and 

user-friendly and hence users can do what they want in a more effective way. 

 

In addition to software development, new version of our XPRESS and PRO-ONE will 

also be launched. Based on the information obtained by our customers, we have 

further developed more state of the art features, so as to match up with customers’ 

requirements.  

 

If you have any inquiry about our products, please feel free to contact our Sales 

Team at sales@suntechgroup.com for further information and product 

demonstration.  

Finally, we would like to thank for all your continuous support. Hope that you can get 

valuable information about our latest development and future prospect through this 



newsletter. 

 


